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Abstract
We describe experimental observations and theoretical analysis of the coarsening of distributions of two-
dimensional nanoclusters, either adatom islands or vacancy pits, on metal surfaces. A detailed analyses is
provided for Ag(111) and Ag(100) surfaces, although we also discuss corresponding behavior for Cu(111)
and Cu(100) surfaces. The dominant kinetic pathway for coarsening can be either Ostwald ripening (OR),
i.e., growth of larger clusters at the expense of smaller ones, or Smoluchowski ripening (SR), i.e., diffusion and
coalescence of clusters. First, for pristine additive-free surfaces, we elucidate the factors which control the
dominant pathway. OR kinetics generally follows the predictions of mesoscale continuum theories. SR
kinetics is controlled by the size-dependence of cluster diffusion. However, this size-dependence, together
with that of nanostructure shape relaxation upon coalescence, often deviates from mesoscale predictions as a
direct consequence of the nanoscale dimension of the clusters. Second, we describe examples for the above
systems where trace amounts of a chemical additive lead to dramatic enhancement of coarsening. We focus on
the scenario where “facile reaction” of metal and additive atoms leads to the formation of mobile additive-
metal complexes which can efficiently transport metal across the surface, i.e., additive-enhanced OR. A
suitable reaction-diffusion equation formulation is developed to describe this behavior.
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We describe experimental observations and theoretical analysis of the coarsening of distributions of two-
dimensional nanoclusters, either adatom islands or vacancy pits, on metal surfaces. A detailed analyses is
provided for Ag(111) and Ag(100) surfaces, although we also discuss corresponding behavior for Cu(111)
and Cu(100) surfaces. The dominant kinetic pathway for coarsening can be either Ostwald ripening (OR),
i.e., growth of larger clusters at the expense of smaller ones, or Smoluchowski ripening (SR), i.e., diffusion
and coalescence of clusters. First, for pristine additive-free surfaces, we elucidate the factors which control
the dominant pathway. OR kinetics generally follows the predictions of mesoscale continuum theories. SR
kinetics is controlled by the size-dependence of cluster diffusion. However, this size-dependence, together
with that of nanostructure shape relaxation upon coalescence, often deviates from mesoscale predictions as
a direct consequence of the nanoscale dimension of the clusters. Second, we describe examples for the above
systems where trace amounts of a chemical additive lead to dramatic enhancement of coarsening. We focus
on the scenario where “facile reaction” of metal and additive atoms leads to the formation of mobile additive-
metal complexes which can efficiently transport metal across the surface, i.e., additive-enhanced OR. A suitable
reaction-diffusion equation formulation is developed to describe this behavior.
1. Introduction
Pioneering studies of coarsening and coagulation phenomena
were performed about 100 years ago by physical chemist
Wilhelm Ostwald (1909 Nobel Laureate in Chemistry)1 and by
statistical physicist Marian Smoluchowski.2 Formation of drop-
lets of one phase embedded within another phase for a system
within a two-phase region of its thermodynamic phase diagram
often leads to growth of larger droplets by transport of material
from smaller droplets (causing the latter to shrink).3,4 This
phenomenon is referred to as Ostwald ripening (OR) after
Ostwald’s studies in 1896 noting the dependence of the solubility
of small HgO particles on their radii.1 However, it was not until
60 years later that a mean-field theory of this process was
developed by Lifschitz, Slyozov, and Wagner (LSW).5,6 Co-
agulation is a process involving diffusion-mediated coalescence
or sintering of droplets or clusters to form larger clusters. A
mean-field rate equation formulation for the kinetics of the
cluster size distribution was developed by Smoluchowski in
1916.2 This process is described here as Smoluchowski ripening
(SR). Both scenarios provide pathways for coarsening, i.e., a
reduction in the number of droplets and a corresponding increase
in their mean size. The driving force in both cases is the
reduction of the free energy associated with interfacial regions.
Next, we briefly review some canonical examples of coarsen-
ing in materials and surface science. Rapid quenching of
multicomponent alloys into a two-phase coexistence region of
their phase diagram can lead to formation of droplets of some
precipitate which subsequently coarsens.3,4 Analysis of associ-
ated coarsening dynamics often utilizes X-ray diffraction. For
heteroepitaxial thin film systems characterized either by the
Stanski-Krastanov or Volmer-Weber growth of three-dimen-
sional (3D) islands, there have also been extensive studies of
coarsening of these island arrays.7 Analysis here often utilizes
transmission electron microscopy or scanning electron micros-
copy.7 More recent studies of coarsening of two-dimensional
(2D) island arrays in homoepitaxial systems have utilized
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) 8-11 and low energy
electron microscopy (LEEM) 12
Traditional theoretical treatments of coarsening have been
based on general nonequilibrium thermodynamic formulations
for the evolution of mesoscale continuum interfaces.3 A large
body of studies in the statistical physics literature has tended
to use generic lattice-gas models to assess “universal” features
of long-time scaling behavior.4 However, we should emphasize
that for coarsening of nanoscale clusters on surfaces, the
dominant pathway is strongly dependent on the characteristic
dimension of clusters and on system-specific atomistic-level
details of the kinetics.13,14
Our focus here is on coarsening of distributions of 2D nano-
clusters in metal homoepitaxial systems. One appealing feature of
these systems is that it is possible to explore coarsening of either
2D adatom islands or 2D vacancy pits. Deposition of low
submonolayer coverages allows well-controlled formation of arrays
of single-layer-high adatom islands with regular convex shapes.15
Deposition of near-monolayer coverages allows less-controlled
formation of arrays of irregular single-layer-deep vacancy pits
which subsequently relax to form regular convex vacancy pits.13
Such pits can also be created more directly by sputtering.8 Analysis
of postdeposition evolution of these arrays provides a perfect 2D
realization of coarsening. A second significant feature is the typical
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nanoscale feature size (rather than meso- or macro-scale size) opens
the possibility of anomalous coarsening and relaxation kinetics.16
In this article, we first review behavior in pristine (impurity-
free) metal homoepitaxial systems. Specifically, we will discuss
coarsening and relaxation of 2D nanoclusters on fcc(111) and
fcc(100) surfaces of Ag and Cu, where terrace diffusion is
isotropic. There have been extensive studies of these systems
by our group9,10,13,14,16-22 and by other groups.8,11,23-28 Similar
phenomena was observed for the Ni(100) surface.29 There also
exist studies for surfaces where terrace diffusion is anisotropic
such as Ag(110),30,31 Au(110),32,33 and Pt(110)34 and where
distinctive behavior emerges.
Fundamental studies of coarsening of 2D nanoclusters are
also available for other systems. In particular, we mention a
classic LEEM study of OR for adatom islands in Si(100)
homoepitaxy,9,35 as well as other STM analyses for this
system.36,37 Decay of islands and vacancy pits on Si(111) has
also been studied with LEEM.38 In addition, extensive studies
of coarsening and shape relaxation upon coalescence have been
performed for 2D islands and pits on the (100) and (111)
surfaces of TiN.39
Finally, we should note that in heteroepitaxial systems,
complications such as strain effects and quantum size effects
(due to confinement of electrons in the metal film) can
significantly impact and complicate coarsening behavior. Some
examples for complex metal-containing thin film systems are
as follows: Pb nanoclusters on an MgO(100) oxide surface
where coarsening kinetics displays nanoscale corrections;40
formation and coarsening of partial and/or complete Ag bilayer
islands on NiAl(110);41 anomalous rapid coarsening in the Pb/
Si(111) system due to quantum size effects.42 In addition, there
are a substantial number of studies of coarsening for Ge/Si(111)
semiconductor quantum dot systems,43-46 which include assess-
ment of anomalous behavior due to quantum dot shape
transitions.47
The second phenomenon discussed in this article is the effect
of trace amounts of chemical additives on coarsening in metal
homoepitaxial systems. Observations exist for a variety of
systems indicating that the presence of even minute amounts
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of a chemisorbed additive can have a significant impact on mass
transport on metal surfaces. Recent systematic studies of most
relevance here of the coarsening and decay of 2D adatom island
distributions where the additive is a chalcogen (sulfur, S, or
oxygen, O) include: (i) Cu/Cu(111) exposed to S,48-50 (ii) Ag/
Ag(100) exposed to O,51-54 and (iii) Ag/Ag(111) exposed to
S54,55 following a much earlier observation of enhanced mass
transport in this system.56 A common proposal in these studies
has been that facile formation of a mobile metal-chalcogen
complex or cluster enhances mass transport relative to that by
metal adatoms during OR. A basic requirement for such
enhanced transport is that the complexes are sufficiently stable
to have a low formation energy and thus high equilibrium
population, and also that they are fairly mobile due to a low
diffusion barrier.49,53 We will quantify this requirement in later
sections.
There are a number of other observations related to chalcogen-
enhanced metal mass transport including: (i) enhanced sintering
of supported Pt nanoparticles presumed due to formation of
PtO2;57 (ii) accelerated decay of nanostructures on Au(111)
surface after exposure to air, likely due to oxygen;58 (iii)
chemisorption-induced restructuring of Au(111) surfaces ad-
sorption of organothiols,59 of S,60-62 and of O;63 (iv) massive
S-induced transformation of arrays of Co nanoparticles on
Au(111) into a cobalt sulfide phase mediated by formation of
Co3S4 complexes,64 and a similar transformation of Co nano-
particles with Ag(111) as the support.65 A different additive,
hydrogen, has also been observed to both enhance66 and inhibit67
mass transport on metal surfaces, and also to enhance mass
transport on Si surfaces.68 Finally, a recent study explored
H-induced OR of Pd nanoclusters on SiO2.69
In section 2, we review experimental observations of coarsen-
ing for 2D islands and pits on Ag(111) and Ag(100), and
compare this behavior with observations for Cu surfaces. The
general theory of coarsening kinetics for OR and SR is presented
in section 3. Then, in section 4, these results are applied to
analysis of behavior observed on Ag(111) and Ag(100) surfaces.
In section 5, we discuss experimental observations of nanocluster
diffusion and shape relaxation which are particularly relevant
for SR. A theoretical analysis is provided for these phenomena
utilizing a continuum formulation in section 6 and using a
discrete atomistic formulation in section 7. Next, in section 8,
we review observations of effect of chemical additives on
coarsening of 2D nanoclusters on metal surfaces. Finally, the
energetics and kinetics of additive-enhanced coarsening is
analyzed in section 9 for the case where mass transport is
facilitated by mobile metal-additive complexes. Brief conclu-
sions are provided in section 10.
2. Coarsening of 2D Nanoclusters on Ag and Cu
Surfaces: Experimental Observations for Additive-Free
Systems
For 2D nanoclusters in homoepitaxial systems, the default
expectation is that coarsening should be dominated by OR.
Diffusion of material across terraces is driven by differences
between chemical potentials of these nanoclusters (islands or
pits) with different sizes.3,7 Smaller clusters with higher chemical
potentials shrink, while larger clusters with lower chemical
potentials grow in size. There are two standard scenarios for
mass transport across the surface. The first is transport via
adatoms (ORA) from smaller to larger islands (Figure 1a) or
from larger to smaller pits (Figure 1b). The second is transport
via vacancies (ORV) from smaller to larger pits (Figure 1d) or
from larger to smaller islands (Figure 1c). In principle, both
ORA and ORV pathways could contribute to some degree. Note
that ORA of pits (Figure 1b) involves interlayer transport of
isolated adatoms which in general requires surmounting an
additional Ehrlich-Schwoebel (ES) step edge barrier. Similarly,
ORV of islands (Figure 1c) involves interlayer transport of
isolated vacancies which also may require surmounting an ES
barrier. Since upward (downward) transport of isolated vacancies
involves downward (upward) transport of nonisolated atoms,
the ES barrier for Figure 1c may differ from that for Figure 1b.
As described in more detail in section 3, there are two extreme
regimes for the OR kinetics:3,7,8 (a) terrace-diffusion (TD) limited
transport with no significant barrier for attachment of diffusing
species to cluster edges; (b) attachment-detachment (AD) limited
transport with a large attachment barrier. For TD limited
transport, growth or decay of clusters depends strongly on their
local environment. Instead, AD limited transport exhibits mean-
field behavior where growth or decay is determined entirely by
the average cluster size. Thus, following size evolution during
coarsening for an ensemble of clusters, one finds occasional
crossing of curves for size versus time for TD but not for AD.
Curve-crossing for TD reflects the situation where clusters of
the same size have different local environments and thus
different growth or decay rates. We shall also see in section 3
that one also can discriminate between TD- and AD-limited
kinetics by assessing the increase with time in average cluster
size with time (or of the decrease in the average cluster density).
Alternatively, one can assess the decay and disappearance with
time of the areas of small islands which is nonlinear (linear)
for the TD- (AD-) limited kinetics.
In homoepitaxial systems, the 2D adatom islands completely
wet the substrate, and thus might be expected to be relatively
immobile compared to 3D islands. However, we shall see that
island or cluster diffusion can be significant allowing the
possibility that SR may emerge as the dominant coarsening
Figure 1. Schematics of pathways for mass transport underlying coarsening of 2D island and 2D pits through Ostwald ripening (OR) and their
associated activation barriers. Ed denote diffusion barriers, Eform denote formation energies, and δES denote ES-barriers which are distinct for adatoms
(ad) and vacancies (vac). However, Eform are similar for both species. The horizontal dashed lines indicates the height of the reference surface
corresponding to the base of the islands or the tops of the pits.
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pathway.13 The same observation is made in some systems for
2D vacancy pits.8,28,70 Experimental discrimination between OR
and SR is readily made by following an STM movie of the
coarsening process. For OR, the islands are relatively immobile
and change in size. For SR, changes in relative positions of
clusters are evident, and sometimes the coalescence process can
be characterized in detail (see section 4). In general, one expects
that both pathways are to some extent operative.71
2.A. Coarsening on Ag Surfaces. Next, we describe obser-
vations from STM studies of coarsening of 2D adatom islands
and vacancy pits on Ag(111) and Ag(100) surfaces where the
surface temperature is 300 K:
OR of Adatom Islands on Ag(111). This system provides a
classic example of TD-mediated OR via adatom transport
(ORA). See Figure 2. Detailed analyses have been performed
of the nonlinear decay of the area of small isolated islands.72,73
In addition, the effect of the local environment on evolution in
island arrays was quantified. Specifically, a simple algorithm
was developed which effectively predicts the growth or decay
rate of any specific island in terms of mass fluxes between the
island and its neighbors.74
SR of Adatom Islands on Ag(100). A remarkable observation
from STM studies was that coarsening in this system is
dominated by SR rather than OR.13 See Figure 3. The
dependence of the coarsening rate on coverage for fixed initial
island density was characterized: higher coverage implies larger
initial mean island size, which implies slower island diffusion
(see section 3) and thus slower coarsening.19 Earlier work had
identified significant diffusion of large adatom clusters of 100s
of atoms.17 The associated size-scaling behavior was subse-
quently quantified and shown to be consistent with the observed
coarsening kinetics.23 See section 3.
SR of Vacancy Pits on Ag(111). In contrast to adatom islands
on Ag(111), vacancy pits coarsen via SR.8,28,70 See Figure 4.
Extensive analyses have been performed characterizing the
underlying cluster diffusion process including the associated
size-scaling.70,75
OR of Vacancy Pits on Ag(100). In contrast to adatom islands
on Ag(100), vacancy pits coarsen via OR.13 See Figure 5.
Although there do not exist detailed studies of the decay of
individual pits, analysis below in secion 3 suggested that the
mass transport pathway is ORV and one should find nonlinear
decay of areas corresponding to TD-limited behavior.
2.B. Coarsening on Cu and Other Surfaces. For compari-
son with behavior on Ag surfaces described above, it is
instructive to summarize studies of the analogous coarsening
Figure 2. Sequence of STM images of coarsening of Ag adatom islands on Ag(111) at 300 K through Ostwald ripening mediated by adatom
diffusion (ORA).74 The Ag coverage is 0.08 ML. The times and the length scale are shown on the images. Islands within the oval region are
numbered so that their evolution can be readily followed. Copyright 1999 Elsevier Publishing.
Figure 3. (a) STM images (100 × 100 nm2) of coarsening of adatom islands on Ag(100) at 300 K through Smoluchowski ripening (SR).10 Island
configuration at (a) t ) 30 and (b) 470 min after deposition of 0.015 ML Ag. Typically, several small islands in (a) have coalesced to form each
larger island in (b). Copyright 2000 American Chemical Society. (c) Center-of-mass motion of a 110 atom island over δt ) 6 h; s ) start and f )
final positions.
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processes for 2D islands and pits on Cu surfaces. The following
observations have been made from several STM studies:
(i) TD-mediated ORA of adatom islands occurs on Cu(111)
at 308 K, where the corresponding nonlinear decay of small
individual island decay (cf. section 3) has been quantified.11,76,77
(ii) SR of adatom islands on Cu(100) occurs at 300 K where
both the coarsening kinetics of large island arrays and the size-
scaling of cluster diffusion were characterized in detail by Pai
et al.23 In contrast, at an elevated temperature of 343 K, the
coarsening mechanism switches from SR (at 300 K) to AD-
limited OR.25 Corresponding linear decay of the area of small
individual islands (cf. section 3) has been observed.25
(iii) AD-like OR of vacancy pits was observed on Cu(111)
at 358 K11 with near-linear decay of the area of individual pits.
Presumably, the mechanism is ORA since the terrace diffusion
barrier for isolated vacancies is expected to be very high (cf.
section 4). However, some correlation between the decay of
nearby islands was apparent on the time scale of hours. The
latter scenario is expected since the ES barrier for interlayer
transport of isolated adatoms is not infinite. Analogous behavior
has been observed for coarsening of Si adatom islands on
Si(100).12,35 It is instructive to note that another study of vacancy
pits on Cu(111)75 has noted stability (with respect to size
changes) of vacancy pits below 345 K, at least on the time scale
of ∼1 h, suggesting that SR may dominate as temperature is
reduced toward 300 K.
(iv) For arrays of vacancy pits on Cu(100), no studies of
coarsening kinetics exist.
Comprehensive studies are not available of coarsening of
islands and pits on the surfaces of other metals. For vacancy
pits on Ni(100) at 457 K, TD-limited OR was observed. ORV
was the suggested mechanism.29
3. Coarsening Kinetics for 2D Nanoclusters: Theoretical
Analysis
In the following analysis, we will consider effective cluster
radii, R, and areas, A, which are related by A ≈ cR2 for compact
clusters where c is a shape factor. For convenience, we will
measure R in units of the surface lattice constant, a ≈ 0.3 nm,
and A in units of the area of the surface unit cell, Ω ≈ 0.1 nm2.
3.A. Ostwald Ripening. Determination of OR kinetics starts
with analysis of the density, F, of the species transporting mass
between clusters. The Gibbs-Thomson relation 3,7,8,78,79 gives
an expression for the equilibrium density, Feq ) Feq(R), of this
species at the edge of a 2D cluster of radius R in terms of its
value at a straight step (R ) ∞) as
The upper (lower) sign applies for adatom islands (vacancy
pits). Here T is the surface temperature and k is Boltzmann’s
constant. Also, γ > 0 is the step energy or stiffness per unit
length, and Eform is the formation energy for creating a terrace
adspecies by detachment from a kink site at the step edge.
Below, the diffusion coefficient for the species mediating mass-
transport is denoted as D ) D0 exp[-Ed/(kT)], where Ed is the
terrace diffusion barrier, and any additional barrier for species
to attach to cluster edges is denoted as δ. During OR, the adatom
density is regarded as quickly relaxing to conform to current
cluster distribution. Consequently, it suffices to solve a boundary
value problem (BVP) for the steady-state diffusion equation.8,79
where ∂F/∂r|⊥ denotes the normal gradient of F at cluster edges
r ) R, and Lδ ) exp[δ/(kT)] - 1 denotes the attachment length.
Thus, one might anticipate that the relative magnitude of Lδ
and the mean cluster separation, Lc, will be a key factor, noting
that the boundary conditions (3.2) are imposed at island edges
separated by a distance of order Lc.
Rather than directly analyzing the above BVP for a distribu-
tion of clusters, we follow LSW5,7 and consider a single cluster
embedded in an “effective medium” representing other clusters.3,79
Here, the cluster of interest is located at the origin, and the
boundary condition (3.2) is imposed at its edge at r ) R. The
effective medium is described by imposing an outer boundary
condition that F approaches a value Feq(Rc) at a distance from
the cluster center proportional to Lc. Here, the critical radius,
Rc, will provide a measure of the average cluster size.
Consequently, the fractional areal coverage of the 2D islands
or pits, , which is a constant in time, satisfies  ∝ Rc2/Lc2.
Solution of this BVP for a single cluster gives the rate of growth
(or shrinkage) of its radius R, determined from the total flux of
adatoms attaching to that cluster, as having the form3,79
In the following, the effective activation barrier for OR-
mediated coarsening is denoted as Eeff(OR). The two extreme
regimes for kinetics mentioned in section 2 are (a) TD-limited
mass transport where δ ≈ 0, so that Lδ ≈ 0, F ≈ Feq at step
edges, and Eeff(OR) ) Ed + Eform; (b) AD-limited mass transport
with large δ, so that Lδ . Lc, F ≈ Feq(Rc) tends to be spatially
uniform across terraces, and Eeff(OR) ) Ed + Eform + δ. Thus,
(3.3) becomes
As a result, the area of decaying clusters satisfies
Figure 4. Sequence of STM images of coarsening of vacancy clusters
on Ag(111) at 300 K, dominated by Smoluchowski ripening (SR).
Times in min are (a) 0, (b) 3, (c) 9, and (d) 63. The length scale is
shown on the images. Some pits are labeled so that coalescence events
are readily identified, i.e., c+d and e+f.
Feq(R) ≈ Feq(∞) exp[(γ/(kTR)] with Feq(∞) ≈
exp[-Eform/(kT)] (3.1)
0 ≈ ∂F/∂t ) D∇2F with ∂F/∂r⊥ )
(F - Feq)/Lδ at cluster edges (3.2)
dR/dt ≈ DFeq(∞)γR-1[Lδ + R ln(φ-1/2)]-1[R/Rc-1] (3.3)
dR/dt ∝ R-λ-1[R/Rc-1], where λ ) 0 for AD and λ )
1 for TD (3.4)
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Thus, A ∼ (t0 - t) for AD with λ ) 0 (linear decay) and A ∼
(t0 - t)2/3 for TD with λ ) 1 (nonlinear decay).8 In section 8,
t0 will be described as the decay time (and denoted by τ).
Again following LSW, the last step is to analyze the evolution
of the cluster size distribution, F(R, t).3,79 If Nc denotes the mean
cluster density, and Rav the mean cluster radius, then this
distribution function satisfies the normalization relations
The evolution equation for F(R, t) incorporates the above growth
law for individual islands and has the fundamental form
The strategy is to look for a long-time scaling solution of the
form3,79
where again Nc denotes the mean cluster density and Rc ) Rc(t)
increases appropriately with time. The scaling function f(x)
describes the asymptotically selected shape of the distribution
where ∫x > 0 dx f(x) ) 1. Note that the average cluster size
satisfies
and mass conservation implies that
which imposes an additional constraint needed to determine Rc.
Finally, substituting the scaling solution (3.8) into (3.7) and
using the special form dR/dt ) R-λ-1 g(x ) R/Rc) of the growth
law immediately determines the constraint 79,80
Since Rav ∝ Rc ∼ t1/(λ+2), one obtains the fundamental scaling
laws
3.B. Smoluchowski Ripening. In Smoluchowski ripening,
clusters diffuse and irreversibly aggregate or coagulate upon
meeting to form larger clusters. The key factor controlling
evolution is the dependence of the cluster diffusion coefficient,
DC, on cluster size. We assume that DC decreases with cluster
radius like DC ∼ R- for large R.8,13,14,17,23 For our analysis, it
will be more convenient to use the area of the cluster, A ≈ cR2,
as the independent variable. Thus, we write the cluster diffusion
coefficient as
where Ediff is the effective barrier for diffusion of large clusters.
Our focus is on analysis of the cluster size distribution, F˜ (A, t),
which satisfies the normalization relations
Here, Aav denotes the mean cluster area, and the relation 2cRF˜
) F connects F˜ to the distribution function F described in
section 3.A. It is then straightforward to develop Smoluchows-
ki’s equations for the evolution of this distribution2
The first term represents creation of a cluster of size A from
smaller clusters of size A′ and A - A′. The second represents
removal of a cluster of size A by coalescence with another of
size A′. The integrals approximate sums over discrete island
Figure 5. STM images of coarsening of vacancy clusters on Ag(100) at 300 K, dominated by Ostwald ripening mediated by vacancy diffusion
(ORV). The times and length scale are shown on the images. Some pits are labeled so that their evolution can be readily followed.
A ∝ R2∼(t0-t)2/(λ+2) when R f 0 at t ) t0 (3.5)
∫R>0 dR F(R,t) ) Nc, ∫R>0 dR R F(R,t) ) RavNc, and
∫R>0 dR cR2 F(R,t) )  (3.6)
∂/∂t F(R,t) + ∂/∂R[dR/dt F(R,t)] ) 0 (3.7)
F(R,t) ≈ (Nc/Rc)f(x ) R/Rc) (3.8)
Rav)Rc ∫x>0 dx x f(x) ∝ Rc (3.9)
 ) cRc
2Nisl ∫x>0 dx x2 f(x) (3.10)
(Rc)λ+1dRc/dt ) constant, so that Rc ∼ t1/(λ+2) for large t
(3.11)
Rav ∼ t
1/2 for AD(λ ) 0) and Rav ∼ t1/3 for TD
(λ ) 1) for large t (3.12)
DC(A) ≈ D0C exp[-Ediff/(kT)](A)-/2 (3.13)
∫A>0 dA F˜ (A,t) ) Nc, and ∫A>0 dA AF˜ (A,t) ) AavNc ) 
(3.14)
d/dt F˜ (A,t) ) 1/2∫ dA′ [DC(A - A′) +
DC(A′)]F˜ (A - A′,t)F˜ (A′,t) -
∫ dA′[DC(A′) + DC(A)]F˜ (A′,t)F˜ (A,t) (3.15)
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sizes. From this equation, it is also clear that the effective barrier
for SR-mediated coarsening is given by Eeff.
As for OR, the strategy is to look for a long-time scaling
solution of the form81
F˜ (A,t) ≈ (Nc/Aav)f˜(y ) A/Aav) (3.16)
where Aav ) Aav(t) increases appropriately with time. The scaling
function f˜(y) describes the asymptotically selected shape of the
distribution where ∫y > 0 dy f˜(y) ) 1 and ∫y > 0 dy y f˜(y, t) ) 1.
Finally, substituting the scaling solution (3.16) into (3.15) and
using the relation Nc ) /Aav immediately determines the
constraint 81,82
4. Analysis of Coarsening Energetics and Kinetics on
Metal Surfaces: OR vs SR
In this section, we apply the theory described in section 3 to
provide a detailed analysis of the experimental observations
presented in section 2, and summarized in Table 1. The analyses
in section 3 for the long-time evolution of the average cluster
radius for OR and SR can be unified and extended to shorter
times. In both cases, we define a characteristic time for
coarsening as τ ) τ0 exp[+Eeff/(kT)]. Then, one obtains the
generic result for the evolution of the average island radius
For purposes of comparing the rate of coarsening for different
mechanisms, it is convenient to define a coarsening rate, K )
dRav/dt, and furthermore to express K in terms of Rav rather than
t. The resulting relation is conveniently written as14
and ν ) nRav(0)1/n/τ0. Based on the analysis of OR and SR in
section 3, one obtains
Thus, both the energetics (i.e., the effective barrier Eeff) and
the size-scaling (i.e., the exponent m) are key in determining
the value of K.
Plotting K as a function of Rav for different possible
mechanisms in a specific system (given appropriate values for
Eeff, for the scaling exponent, m, and for ν) will allow us to
determine the dominant mechanism for any given Rav.14 In
general, comparing SR (with larger m) and OR (with smaller
m), there will exist a crossover value of the average cluster
radius Rav ) Rx such that SR dominates for Rav < Rx and OR
for Rav > Rx. Note that the dominant mechanism and the value
of Rx are independent of our definition of coarsening rate.83
For OR, as indicated in section 3.A, the effective barrier for
OR satisfies Eeff(OR) ) Ed + Eform + δ. The components of
Eeff(OR) are as follows: (i) the terrace diffusion barrier, Ed, for the
species transporting mass, denoted by Ed ) Ed(ad) for adatoms
and Ed ) Ed(vac) for vacancies; (ii) the formation energy to extract
the diffusing species from a kink site at a step edge to create a
terrace species, denoted by Eform(ad) for vacancies and Eform(vac)
for vacancies. One has that Eform ) 3 for fcc(111) surfaces, and
Eform ) 2 for fcc(100) surfaces for either adatoms or vacancies
assuming the dominance of nearest neighbor (NN) pairwise
attractions of strength  (see the Appendix). This follows since
both processes involve a net breaking of 3 bonds for fcc(111)
surfaces and 2 bonds for fcc(100) surfaces; (iii) one sets δ ) 0 for
TD-mediated ORA, which typically applies for metal surfaces in
cases where no interlayer transport is involved. For AD-mediated
transport involving interlayer transport where attachment is inhib-
ited by an additional ES step edge barrier, δES,15 one sets δ ) δES
again with generally distinct values δES(ad) for adatoms and
δES(vac) for vacancies.
For SR, from section 3B, it is clear that the effective barrier
satisfies Eeff(SR) ) Ediff corresponds to the effective barrier
for diffusion of large clusters. In all of the systems of interest
here, cluster diffusion is believed to be mediated by periphery
diffusion (PD) of adatoms around the edge of the cluster
rather than by TD- or AD-limited attachment-detachment
processes.8,10 Thus, in the following analysis, we shall assume
that cluster diffusion is PD-mediated, and only briefly
comment on other possibilities at the end of section 4A and
in section 5. In a traditional analysis of PD-mediated cluster
diffusion, one assigns Ediff as the barrier corresponding to
the most difficult edge diffusion process.8,14,16-18 This cor-
responds to a kink or corner atom hopping up onto an outer
edge. In the case of adatom islands, this process is also
referred to as “core breakup”.17,18 Why? For a typical island
shape, one can identify a convex inner core which is
rectangular for a (100) surface, and hexagonal for a (111)
surface. In order to achieve true long-range cluster diffusion,
this core must be disrupted typically by dislodging corner
adatoms via the “core breakup” process described above.
It follows that Eeff(SR) ) Ediff ) Ee + Ekform + δKES where the
various terms are as follows: (i) Ee denotes the diffusion barrier
along close-packed steps. (ii) Ekform denotes the formation energy
to extract an adatom from a kink site to create an edge adatom
without rounding a corner. One has that Ekform )  assuming NN
attractionsofstrength.(iii)δKESdenotesthekinkEhrlich-Schwoebel
(ES) barrier corresponding to the additional barrier for edge
diffusion around corners or kinks. This result for Eeff(SR) applies
for both adatom islands and vacancy pits. However, we also note
here that the effective barrier can be higher for facetted
islands,14,16,22,84-86 a feature which impacts our choice of Eeff(SR)
in some cases below. See section 5.
4.A. Energetics and Size Scaling for Ag Surfaces. In Table
2, we list values of the individual energies relevant for the analysis
of coarsening on Ag(111) and Ag(100) surfaces.14 Values of the
effective barrier, Eeff, for coarsening of both 2D adatom islands
and 2D vacancy pits on Ag(111) and Ag(100) are reported in Table
3.14 These values for Eeff were obtained using input parameters
from Table 2 assuming the dominance of NN pairwise adatom
interactions. However, in one case Eeff(SR) is slightly increased
for reasons discussed further in section 5. The estimates for Eeff
are applied in our comparative analysis immediately following of
coarsening rates for both the OR and PD-mediated SR mechanisms.
Note that a significant uncertainty in this analysis is the selection
of the prefactor ν in (4.2). See ref.14 We should emphasize that
our analysis neglects second NN interactions which are roughly
10% of NN interactions on (100) surfaces, but are negligible on
(111) surfaces.87,88 We also neglect many-body interactions88 except
(Aav)/2dAav/dt ) constant, so Aav ∼ t2/(+2) and
Rav ∝ (Aav)1/2∼t1/(+2) (3.17)
Rav(t) ≈ Rav(0)(1 + t/τ)n with n ) 1/(λ + 2)(OR) or n )
1/( + 2)(SR) (4.1)
K ≈ ν exp[-Eeff/(kT)](Rav)-m where
m ) (1 - n)/n ) n-1 - 1 (4.2)
m ) 1 + λ for OR with λ ) 0 for AD (λ )
1 for TD ), and m ) 1 +  for SR (4.3)
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for some ORV analyses. See the Appendix for further discussions
of these interactions.
For coarsening of adatom islands, we consider primarily the
competition between SR and TD-mediated ORA with λ)1,
noting that there is no attachment barrier for intralayer transport.
For adatom islands on Ag(111), using Eeff(ORA) ) 0.67 eV
and Eeff(SR) ) 0.56 eV, one obtains
choosing νORA ≈ 1011.7 s-1, νSR ≈ 1010.3 s-1,14 and using  ≈
1.5 (see section 5). One finds a crossover radius Rx ) 7.5 versus
the experimental Rav ≈ 30-60, so ORA dominates partly aided
by the large Rav. One should also consider the possibility of
coarsening mediated by ORV. However, for Ag(111), the barrier
for terrace diffusion of vacancies is so high that this pathway
is not competitive, and we do not provide a detailed analysis.
See Tables 2 and 3.
For adatom islands on Ag(100) using Eeff(ORA) ) 0.85 eV
and Eeff(SR) ) 0.62 eV, one obtains
choosing νORA ≈ 1012.4 s-1, νSR ≈ 1010.2 s-1,14 and  ≈ 2.3 (see
section 5). One finds a crossover radius Rx ) 9 versus the
experimental Rav ≈ 5-9, so SR barely dominates. The ef-
fectiveness of SR is aided by facile edge diffusion (Ee < Ed),
which reduces Eeff(SR), and by smaller Rav.
One should also consider the possibility of coarsening
mediated by ORV. For Ag(100), the barrier, Ed(vac) ≈ 0.35
eV for diffusion of vacancies14 is lower than for adatoms (see
Table 2). Assuming NN interactions where Eform ≈ 0.42 eV
(but see the Appendix and section 8A), one obtains an effective
barrier of Eeff(ORV) ≈ 0.77 eV + δES(vac) compared with
Eeff(ORA) ≈ 0.85 eV (see Table 3). Here, the additional barrier
δES(vac) for interlayer transport is determined by the total barrier,
Eact ) Ed(vac) + δES(vac), for a vacancy to hop up from a terrace
to a kink site at a step edge. This process corresponds to an
adatom at the kink site moving down into the terrace. Such an
adatom has multiple neighbors before hopping and one might
expect δES(vac) to be large (even for a concerted interlayer
transport process). This analysis suggests that the ORV pathway
is not competitive. However, the potential for this ORV pathway
to be operative is discussed further below in section 4B and
also in section 8A.
For vacancy pits on Ag(111), we consider the competition
between SR and AD-limited ORA with λ ) 0 (noting that
interlayer transport is required which must overcome a large
ES barrier). Using Eeff(ORA) ) 0.80 eV and Eeff(SR) ) 0.56
eV, one obtains
choosing νORA ≈ 1011.0 s-1, νSR ≈ 1010.3 s-1,14 and  ≈ 1.5 (see
section 5). One finds a crossover radius Rx ) 180 versus the
experimental Rav ≈ 15-25, so SR wins easily aided by the
higher barrier for ORA in part reflecting the large δES(ad) ≈
0.13 eV. One should also consider the possibility of coarsening
mediated by ORV which requires no interlayer transport.
However, as noted above, the barrier for terrace diffusion of
vacancies is so high that this pathway is not competitive.
For vacancy pits on Ag(100), we consider the competition
between SR and TD-limited ORV with λ ) 1 (noting that there is
not expected to be an attachment barrier for intralayer transport of
vacancies). Using Eeff(ORV) ) 0.84 eV and Eeff(SR) ) 0.62 eV,
one obtains
TABLE 1: Coarsening Mechanisms for Different Systemsa
Ag(111) Ag(100) Cu(111) Cu(100)
2D adatom islands ORA-TD 300K SR 300K ORA-TD 308K SR 300K
2D vacancy pits SR 300K ORV-TD 300K ORA-AD 358K ??
a Ostwald ripening via adatom diffusion (ORA) and via vacancy diffusion (ORV); and Smoluchowski ripening (SR). Note that vacancy pits
on Cu(111) may coarsen via SR at lower temperature around 300 K. Also adatom islands on Cu(100) exhibit AD-limited ORV at higher
temperature around 350 K.
TABLE 2: NN Interaction Energies (O), Adatom and Vacancy Diffusion Barriers (Ed), ES Step Edge Barriers for Adatoms
(δES), Edge Diffusion Barrier for Close-Packed Edges (Ee), and Kink ES Barrier (δKES)a
φ (eV) Ed(ad) (eV) Ed(vac) (eV) δES(ad) (eV) Ee (eV) δKES (eV)
Ag(111) 0.19 0.10 0.58 0.13 0.30 0.05
Ag(100) 0.21 0.43 0.35 0.07 0.25 0.16
a All these energies impact for coarsening processes for Ag(111) and Ag(100) surfaces. Ee reported for Ag(111) is the B-step value (which is
higher than the A-step value). See ref 14 for the sources of these energies.
TABLE 3: Effective Activation Barriers for Coarsening via Various Pathwaysa
Eeff(ORA)-isl Eeff(ORV)-isl Eeff(ORA)-pit Eeff(ORV)-pit Eeff(SR) 
Ag(111) 0.67 eV TD 1.2 eV AD 0.80 eV AD 1.15 eV TD 0.56 eV 1.5
Ag(100) 0.85 eV TD 0.77 eV + δES 0.85 eV + δES 0.77 eV TD 0.62 eV 2.3
a OR via adatom diffusion (ORA) and vacancy diffusion (ORV), as well as for SR. We also show the exponent, , for the size-scaling of
cluster diffusion. Results are shown for both adatom islands (isl) and vacancy pits (pit), which we assume have the same barrier and exponent
for SR.
KORA(isl) ≈ 3(Rav)-2 versus KSR(isl) ≈ 8.3(Rav)-2.5
for Ag(111) at 300 K (4.4)
KORA(isl) ≈ 0.013(Rav)-2 versus KSR(isl) ≈ 0.22(Rav)-3.3
for Ag(100) at 300 K (4.5)
KORA(pit) ≈ 0.0035(Rav)-1 versus KSR(pit) ≈ 8.3(Rav)-2.5
for Ag(111) at 300 K (4.6)
KORV(pit) ≈ 0.2(Rav)-2 versus KSR(pit) ≈ 1.0(Rav)-3.3
for Ag(100) at 300 K (4.7)
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choosing νORV ≈ 1012.7 s-1, νSR ≈ 1011 s-1,14 and  ≈ 2.3 (see
section 5). One finds a crossover radius Rx ) 3.4 versus the
experimental Rav ≈ 17, so ORV wins aided by larger pit sizes.
One might also consider the possibility of coarsening mediated by
ORA. However, compared with ORV, this pathway suffers a higher
barrier for terrace diffusion (see Table 2), and also an additional
barrier, δES(ad) ≈ 0.07 eV, for interlayer transport. Thus, it is not
regarded as a viable competitor. See Table 3.
Figure 6 provides an illustration of crossover behavior for
the four cases discussed above. Crossover between mechanisms
generally occurs during the coarsening process with increasing
average cluster size, Rav (corresponding to increasing time). PD-
mediated SR (with m ) 1 +  > 2) must crossover to TD-OR
in the case of no attachment barrier (with m ) 2) for large
enough Rav given the different size-scaling favoring TD-OR.
Below, we argue that  f 3 for large enough Rav amplifying
the preference for TD-OR. One could consider whether PD-
mediated SR could first crossover to TD-mediated SR? This is
unlikely since TD-mediated SR (where  ≈ 2 for large enough
Rav, so m ) 3) and TD-OR (with m ) 2) have the same effective
barrier, but the former has less favorable size scaling. For
systems with an attachment barrier, eventually AD-limited
behavior must crossover to TD-limited behavior when the
relevant characteristic size far exceeds the attachment length.
4.B. Comparison with Behavior on Cu Surfaces. First, we
consider coarsening of adatom islands on Cu(111) at around
310 K. For TD-limited ORA (with λ)1), the experimentally
measured effective barrier was Eeff(ORA) ) Ed(ad) + Eform
) 0.76 eV.76 This is reasonably consistent with semiempirical
energetics from effective medium theory (EMT) which yields
Ed(ad) ) 0.053 eV and Eform ) 0.71 eV,89 or energetics from
density functional theory (DFT) which yields Ed(ad) ) 0.057
eV and Eform ) 0.79 eV.90 Experiments analyzing edge-
diffusion-mediated step fluctuations suggest that Eeff(SR) ≈
0.62 eV91 which is in reasonable agreement with the EMT
values of Ee ) 0.32 eV (for B-steps), δKES ) 0.05 eV, and
Ekform ) 0.22 eV.75 Note that many-body interactions impact
Eform and Ekform here. See the Appendix. The size-scaling
exponent for cluster diffusion has not been measured.
However, one might anticipate that  ≈ 1.5 similar to vacancy
pits on Cu(111) (see below) or to islands or pits on Ag(111).
Comparing KORA with KSR at 308 K using the same ratio νORA/
νSR as for Ag(111), yields Rx ≈ 60 which is too large given
that ORA is observed for islands with Rav < 60. However,
one obtains Rx ≈ 6 upon slightly increasing Eeff(SR) to 0.65
eV (cf. section 5) producing results consistent with experi-
mental observations.76
Next, we consider coarsening of adatom islands on Cu(100)
at 300 K, where the situation is analogous to Ag(100), except
for a slightly stronger energetic preference toward SR over TD-
limited ORA. EMT,89 the embedded atom method (EAM)87 and
DFT88,92 energetics are consistent suggesting that Ed(ad) ≈ 0.5
eV and Eform ≈ 0.5 eV (see the Appendix), so that Eeff(ORA)
≈ 1.0 eV. In contrast, Ee ≈ 0.27 eV (far below Ed), Ekform ≈
0.27 eV (see the Appendix), and δKES ≈ 0.2 eV,93 so that
Eeff(SR) ≈ 0.74 eV is well below Eeff(ORA). The size-scaling
exponent for cluster diffusion has been determined experimen-
tally as  ≈ 2.5.23,24 Comparing KORA with KSR at 300 K using
the same ratio νORA/νSR as for Ag(100), yields Rx ≈ 22, so SR
dominates given the experimental Rav ≈ 10. As an aside, the
measured cluster diffusion coefficients for adatom islands on
Cu(100) is somewhat larger than for adatom islands of the same
size on Ag(100).23,24 This seems inconsistent with the estimated
higher Eeff(SR) for Cu(100). Possibly, the above estimate of
δKES for Cu(100) (and perhaps of Ekform) is too high.
For coarsening of adatom islands on Cu(100) at around 340
K, AD-limited OR (rather than SR) was observed to be the
dominant mechanism. The measured Eeff(OR) ≈ 0.80 eV92 is
well below Eeff(ORA) indicating that the mechanism must be
ORV. The feature that Eeff(ORV) ≈ 0.80 eV is only slightly
above Eeff(SR) ≈ 0.74 eV allows ORV to dominate SR above
300 K. Also, different size-scaling favors ORV over SR for
larger islands. DFT analysis revealed that Ed(vac) ≈ 0.42 eV
and Eform(vac) ≈ 0.22 eV. A DFT estimate of the attachment
barrier (i.e., the ES barrier for interlayer transport of vacancies)
is not available, but the EAM estimate is δES(vac) ≈ 0.2 eV.92
This barrier is determined by analyzing the attachment of a
terrace vacancy to a kink site, which corresponds to concerted
adatom detachment from the kink site to fill a terrace vacancy.92
Together these DFT and EAM estimates of energetics are fairly
consistent with the measured Eeff(ORV). A key feature of the
energetics here, not previously clarified, is the small DFT value
Figure 6. Comparison of coarsening rates of different pathways (OR versus SR) versus mean cluster radius for 2D islands and 2D pits on Ag(111)
and Ag(100) surfaces at 300 K. The dotted lines are for OR, the dashed lines are for SR, and the solid lines are for the sum of the two rates. Note
that OR corresponds to ORA, except for pits on Ag(100) where it is ORV.
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of Eform(vac) relative to Eform(ad) ≈ 0.5 eV. However, in the
Appendix, we demonstrate the importance of trio-repulsions in
producing this difference.
For vacancy pits on Cu(111), AD-limited ORA was reported
at 358 K, noting that interlayer transport of adatoms is required
surmounting ES barrier of δES(ad) ≈ 0.12.76 Thus, one expects
that typically Eeff(ORA) ≈ 0.88 eV, which is 0.12 eV above
that for adatom islands. ORV is not a competitor due to a large
Ed(vac) ≈ 0.62 eV89 relative to Ed(ad) ≈ 0.06 eV. One might
anticipate that Eeff(SR) ≈ 0.65 eV similar to adatom islands
above, but a significantly lower value of Eeff(SR) ≈ 0.48 eV
was observed experimentally.65 This low value has not been
explained. In addition, a size-scaling exponent for pit diffusion
of  ≈ 1.4-1.9 between 320 and 350 K was reported. The
higher temperature of 350 K would aid the mechanism with
the higher barrier. However, it is still surprising that ORA
dominates even at 350 K unless this pathway is enhanced by
some additive. See section 7. SR should dominate at lower
temperature.
5. Nanocluster Diffusion and Shape Relaxation:
Experimental Observations
From sections 3 and section 4, it is clear that the size-scaling
of the cluster diffusion coefficient, DC ∼ R-, with radius, R, is
a key factor controlling the kinetics of coarsening via SR. Thus,
in section 5A, after briefly describing the classic theories of
cluster diffusion, we present contrasting experimental observa-
tions. Since SR also involves cluster coalescence upon collision,
it is also instructive to characterize the coalescence process.
Detailed experimental observations of this process are described
in section 5B. Again, “a” denotes the surface lattice constant.
5.A. Cluster Diffusion. A classic mean-field-type analysis
of cluster diffusion94,95 regards this process as the consequence
of multiple independent atomistic “events” occurring at total
rate Htot, each leading to a random displacement of the center
of mass of the cluster. This total rate is taken as proportional to
the perimeter length, i.e., Htot ∝ R. Also, the magnitude of the
displacement of the center of mass of the cluster per event is
taken as δrcm ) δra/(πR2), where δra is the displacement of the
individual atom involved. Consequently, one writes the diffusion
coefficient as
For PD-mediated diffusion, one has that δra ) 1, so that  )
3. For TD-mediated diffusion, adspecies detaching from the
cluster edge tend to reattach a distance δra ∼ R1/2 away, so that
 ) 2. For AD-mediated diffusion, there is no correlation
between detachment and reattachment locations on the cluster
perimeter (due to the presence of an attachment barrier), so that
δra ∼ R and  ) 1. The mesoscale continuum formulations of
cluster diffusion96,97 yield the same results. See section 6. Thus,
the default expectation for PD-mediated cluster diffusion on Ag
and Cu surfaces was that  ) 3. However, experiments revealed
a variety of lower values!
Our initial discovery of significant diffusion of adatom islands
on Ag(100) at 300 K17 determined DC ≈ 1.5 × 10-2 a2/s for R
≈ 6, but the data was inadequate to reliably determine the size-
scaling. A subsequent study by the Oak Ridge group23 found
that  ≈ 2.3 measuring DC for 4 < R < 10. See Figure 7. Only
limited data is available for diffusion of vacancy pits on Ag(100)
indicating that DC ≈ 3.5 × 10-3 a2/s for R ≈ 13.14,98 This data
is consistent with an equal diffusion coefficient for islands and
pits of the same size both scaling with  ≈ 2.3. See again Figure
7. The Oak Ridge group also quantified the size-scaling for DC
for adatom islands on Cu(100) for 5 < R < 10 determining that
 ≈ 2.5.23 In all cases for (100) surfaces, cluster diffusion is
presumed to be PD-mediated (noting the low edge diffusion
barrier Ee). Thus, the measured  are always well below the
nominal classic value of  ) 3. No data is available for vacancy
pits on Cu(100).
For diffusion of vacancy pits on Ag(111), initial studies of
size-scaling indicated that  ≈ 2 at 300 K.70 However, despite
the apparent agreement with the classic value for TD-mediated
cluster diffusion, analysis of energetics (cf. section 4) again
indicates that cluster diffusion is PD-mediated. Subsequent more
comprehensive studies suggested that  varies from around 
≈ 1.2-1.4 at and below 300 K up to around  ≈ 1.75 at 330
K.75 In addition, the Arrhenius energy was determined to vary
from Eeff ) 0.62 eV for R ≈ 5 to Eeff ) 0.49 eV for R ≈ 30.75
For adatom islands on Ag(111), it was determined that  ≈ 1.6
and Ed ≈ 0.53 eV.75 In addition, comprehensive studies for
diffusion of vacancy pits on Cu(111) indicated that  varies
from around  ≈ 1.4 at 320 K up to around  ≈ 1.9 at 350
K.28,75 In addition, the Arrhenius energy was determined to be
Eeff ) 0.48 eV.75 No data is available for adatom islands on
Cu(111).
5.B. Cluster Shape Relaxation and Coalescence. When
pairs of clusters collide during SR to create a larger cluster, its
shape will tend to relax back toward a compact equilibrium
form.8,13,18,23,98,99 This will be either a near-hexagonal shape for
(111) surfaces or a near-square shape for (100) surfaces. What
Figure 7. Size-scaling of diffusion coefficients for adatom islands. Diffusion coefficient versus linear island size L (corresponding to the side
length of near-square islands) for (a) Cu(100)23 and (b) Ag(100).23 Here R corresponds to our . (c) Composite of diffusion coefficients for adatom
islands and vacancy pits on Ag(100) as a function of linear size, L.14 Copyright 1997 and 2007 American Physical Society.
DC ≈ Htot(δrcm)2 ∝ (δra)2/R3 (5.1)
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is the dynamics and size-scaling of such relaxation processes?
If τ denotes the characteristic time for relaxation, and L denotes
the characteristic linear cluster size, we shall write τ ∼ Lm*.
For the coalescence processes discussed below, we determine
L from the area of the coalesced cluster as A ≈ L2. Mesoscale
continuum theories, analogous to those for cluster diffusion
mentioned in section 5A, predict that m* ) 4 for PD-mediated
relaxation.21,96,97 See section 6. More generally, there is an
expectation that m* ) m ) 1 + .100 In addition, for systems
where irregular or fractal shaped clusters are formed during
deposition, there has been broad interest in the shape relaxation
of such clusters during coarsening. It is generally recognized21
that “pinch-off” of irregular or fractal arms is possible for PD-
mediated relaxation (see section 6). This contrasts the situation
for curvature-driven evolution where Grayson’s theorem rules
out pinch-off in 2D systems.101 For relaxation mediated by AD-
limited attachment-detachment, the step propagation velocity
is proportional to the difference between the local curvature
and some global average curvature. Behavior in this case is
expected to be similar to that for simpler curvature driven
evolution (i.e., no pinch-off).
First, we briefly describe our observations of the relaxation
of large irregular clusters. The most systematic analysis was
performed for worm-like vacancy clusters on Ag(100) and
Cu(100) surfaces21 where pinch-off is indeed observed. Shape
evolution is recovered reasonably well by an isotropic
mesoscale continuum theory, and precisely by a theory
incorporating anisotropy in the step edge energy.21 See section
6. Next, we comment on recent observations of the post-
deposition relaxation of fractal Ag adatom islands on Ag(111)
created by deposition of Ag at 135 K,102 which were
subsequently heated to around 200 K to accelerate evolution.
STM analysis indicates that many of the arms of fractal
islands break off during heating to form collections of small
“droplets”. See Figure 8. Similar behavior was observed for
3D fractal Ag clusters supported on graphite.103
Next, we describe more systematic studies of cluster-cluster
coalescence, as well as cluster-step coalescence. The first and
most comprehensive analysis available was for both compact
adatom islands and vacancy pits on Ag(100) surfaces at 300
K.18,20,22,98,99 See Figure 9. For the most common scenario of
corner-to-corner collision of adatom islands to form dumbbell
shaped clusters which relax to a square shape, one finds that τ
∼ L3.1, so m* ) 3.1, for smaller cluster sizes 20 < L < 80.22
More extensive studies of the decay of “small” bumps or
protrusions with L ) 15-30 formed by coalescence of an
adatom island with both close-packed110 and kinked100 extended
steps also found that m* ≈ 3.18,20 Note that rather than focus
on the decay time, this study of bumps focused on the decay
rate, R, for bumps of linear size L which scales like R ∼ L/τ ∼
1/Lm*-1 ∼ L-2 for m* ) 3. Limited data was available for side-
to-side coalescence to form rectangular clusters which relax
“very slowly” to a square shape. Theoretical considerations
discussed in section 6 suggest that m* can be even smaller in
this case.
For vacancy pits on Ag(111) surfaces at 300 K, size-scaling
was analyzed for pit coalescence, independent of the above
investigations for Ag(100) surfaces, with the conclusion that
m* ≈ 3 subject to significant uncertainty.100 This result is
consistent with the initial assessment of  ≈ 2 for vacancy pit
diffusion (although subsequent estimates of  were lower). STM
images were also published depicting the coalescence of a
vacancy pit with a step edge,100 of pairs of adatom islands, and
of the decay of a bump resulting from coalescence of an adatom
island with an extended step edge.8
For compact vacancy pits on Cu(100) surfaces, a detailed
analysis was performed of the corner-to-corner coalescence of
“large” pits at 300 K and above.93 Classic size scaling was
reported with m* ≈ 4.2, and an effective barrier of Eeff ≈ 0.76
eV was extracted similar to Eeff(SR) reported in section 5. From
this study, the kink ES barrier was also estimated as δKES ≈
0.2 eV. Earlier an STM image was published of corner-to-corner
coalescence of adatom islands at 300 K.24 For adatom islands
on Cu(111) surfaces, a Fourier analysis of the decay of a “large”
bump with L ≈ 50 created by coalescence of an island with a
step edge has been performed which suggested that m* ≈ 4.91
An image has also been published of vacancy pit coalescence
on Cu(111).75
Figure 8. Relaxation of islands formed during deposition of Ag at 135 K on Ag(111). STM images (90 × 120 nm2): (a) immediately after
deposition; (b) after annealing the system to 200 K. The inset shows a higher resolution STM image (154 × 154 nm2) of initial island shapes for
somewhat lower Ag coverage.102 Copyright 2005 American Physical Society. The fractal arms of islands formed during deposition pinch off to
create multiple small “droplets” after annealing.
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6. Nanocluster Diffusion and Shape Relaxation:
Continuum Formulation
Experimental observations of cluster diffusion, and later
cluster shape relaxation, prompted extensive theoretical analysis
particularly in the 1990s. We present the continuum mesoscale
treatment104 of cluster shape relaxation in section 6.A16,21,39,91,100
and of cluster diffusion in section 6.B,96,97,105 where both are
due to periphery diffusion (PD). This two-dimensional theoreti-
cal formulation is analogous to the treatment by Mullin’s of
the relaxation of film morphology due to surface diffusion in
three dimensions.106 A corresponding atomistic treatment is
presented in section 7.
6.A. Shape Relaxation. In the continuum formulation, the
cluster step edge is described by a continuous curve. The physics
is incorporated into a suitable specification of the normal
velocity, Vn, of this curve in terms of the flux, JPD, of atoms
diffusing around the cluster step edge (ignoring fluctuations).
Let µ denote the chemical potential of the step edge atoms, σPD
the mobility of those atoms, γ˜ the step edge stiffness, and κ the
step edge curvature. Then, one has that 21,39,97,104
where 3s ) ∂/∂s denotes the derivative with respect to arc
length, s, along the step. Both σPD ) σPD(φ) and γ˜ ) γ˜(φ)
depend in general on step orientation φ, and where γ˜(φ) )
γ(φ) + γ′′(φ) is determined by an orientation-dependent step
energy γ ) γ(φ).104
In utilizing this formulation, first we consider relaxation
of large far-from-equilibrium cluster structures where fluctua-
tions can be ignored so evolution is deterministic. The
simplest scenario is to ignore anisotropy in the mobility and
stiffness, so that
Figure 9. STM images adatom islands on an Ag(100) surface at 300 K showing: (a) coalescence of an island and a [110] step (image)
56 × 56 nm2); (b) coalescence of an island and a [100] step (40 × 40 nm2); (c) side-to-side coalescence of pair of near-square islands
(28 × 28 nm2); and (d) corner-to-corner coalescence of a pair of near-square islands (50 × 50 nm2). Copyright 2000 American Chemical
Society.
Vn ) -∇sJPD, where JPD)-(kT)-1σPD∇sµ with µ ) -γ˜κ
(6.1)
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where h is the step position measured orthogonal to the step
direction. Thus, evolution is purely geometric. Increasing the
length scale by a factor of b will slow the time evolution by
a factor of b4. Consequently, the characteristic time for
relaxation, τ, scales with feature size, L, like τ ∼ L4. In the
case of a bump at a step edge aligned with the x-direction,
one can replace ∂n/∂sn by ∂n/∂xn in the regime of small slope.
Then, consistent with the above result, Fourier analysis
reveals that the characteristic decay time scale with Fourier
wavelength, q, like τ(q) ∼ q-4 (cf. ref 91) As an aside, this
formulation predicts that the maximum height of the bump
would decay like
where A0 is the area of the bump.
Numerical implementation the above formulation21 has enabled
modeling of the evolution of the worm-like vacancy nanoclusters
discussed in section 5. Observed pinch-off phenomena can be
described reasonably even with an isotropic formulation (6.2).
Including anisotropy in the step energy and using (6.1) allows
precise description of such shape evolution during pinch-off. As
an aside, we should note another numerical study based on the
anisotropic version of the above formulation successfully described
relaxation of shapes of coalescing adatom islands on strongly
anisotropic TiN(001) and TiN(111) surfaces.39 Usually the anisot-
ropy in σPD is ignored assuming that the anisotropy of γ˜ will
dominate. Indeed, σPD is isotropic in simple solid-on-solid model
without a kink ES barrier.107 However, introduction of a kink ES
barrier does introduce anisotropy in σPD,16 and a simple form for
this dependence has been proposed.22
6.B. Cluster Diffusion. Next, we describe the application
of the continuum formulation to treat cluster diffusion.96,97 Here,
it is necessary to supplement the evolution equation (6.1) with
a conserved noise term, η, which is delta-function correlated in
time and space, and with an amplitude determined by the
fluctuation-dissipation relation. Thus, we analyze the Langevin
equation Vn )-3sJPD + η. Following refs 96 and 97, we ignore
anisotropy in mobility and stiffness so that the equilibrium island
shape is circular. We define the location of the step edge in
circular coordinates, r(θ, t), where r and θ denote the radial
and azimuthal coordinates, and let R denote the average island
radius. It is natural to introduce a coordinate g(θ, t) describing
the scaled displacement from the perfect circular shape satisfying
r(θ, t) ) R[1 + g(θ, t)] so that
The displacement function is then decomposed into Fourier
modes, g(θ, t) ) ∑n gn einθ, where gn ) g-n* , and an analogous
decomposition is made for the noise term. The n ) 0 translation
mode is absent, and the n ) (1 modes naturally dominate
center-of-mass motion. Fourier analysis of (6.4) immediately
yields the results
and 〈ηn(t)η-m(t′)〉 ) fnδn,mδ(t - t′). Analysis of (6.5) with zero
initial displacement reveals that
The fluctuation-dissipation relation requires that mean free
energy content of the nth mode,108 Fn ) πγ˜ n2R〈|gn|2〉, must
equal 1/2 kT in equilibrium as tf ∞. Together with result (6.6)
for t f ∞, this implies that the noise fluctuation amplitude, fn,
is given by
Thus, for t , τ1, one has that96,97
One concludes that  ) 3. The above analysis has been extended
to consider TD- (AD-) mediated cluster diffusion showing that
 ) 2 ( ) 1).96,97 All of these results are consistent with the
simple classical analysis in section 5A.
7. Nanocluster Diffusion and Shape Relaxation: Discrete
Atomistic Formulation
Here, we present an atomistic treatment of cluster shape
relaxation16,18,20,22,85,86,109 and cluster diffusion.16,84,85,110-115 Pre-
dictions of the atomistic treatment agree with the continuum
formulation for large clusters sizes, but deviations are apparent
for smaller sizes. More specifically, classic continuum scaling
should always apply for characteristic lengths, L, satisfying L
. Lc, where Lc denotes the separation between kinks on close-
packed step edges.16,85 The kink separation is given by Lc ≈
1/2 exp[εk/(kT)] where εk ≈ φ/2 is the kink creation energy.
For L , Lc, the edges of clusters are facetted, so deviations
from continuum theory should be expected.16,85
Our atomistic lattice-gas model was developed to describe
PD-mediated cluster shape relaxation and cluster diffusion in
metal(100) homoepitaxial systems and includes the following
processes: hopping of isolated edge atoms along close-packed
step edges to adjacent sites with barrier Ee; direct corner
rounding of isolated edge atoms by hopping to second NN sites
with barrier Er ) Ee + δKES (where δKES is the kink ES barrier);
escape from kinks to the adjacent step with barrier Ek ) Ee +
φ; escape from kinks to an outer edge with barrier Ec ) Ee +
φ + δKES. See Figure 10a. The latter two barriers are consistent
with detailed-balance for a model with just NN interactions of
strength φ. The last process with the highest barrier has also
been referred to as “core breakup” as such disruption of the
core of a cluster is needed for cluster diffusion.
7.A. Relaxation of Step Edge Morphologies with Concave
Regions. We have applied the above model to consider both
corner-to-corner coalescence of near-square clusters and decay
of protrusions formed by near-square islands coalescing at close-
packed [110] step edges in metal(100) homoepitaxial systems.
The key concepts are readily extended to metal(111) homoepi-
taxial systems. To reduce the number of free parameters, our
earlier modeling chose the kink ES barrier as δKES ) φ. Analysis
revealed that the characteristic time, τ, for relaxation scaled with
Vn ) ∂h/∂t ) -(kT)-1σPDγ˜∂4/∂s4h (6.2)
hmax∼(kT)1/4(σPDγ˜)-1/4(A0/8π)Γ(1/4)t-1/4 for large t (6.3)
∂/∂t g(θ,t) ) -(kT)-1(σPDγ˜/R4)∂4/∂θ4g(θ,t) + η/R (6.4)
∂/∂t gn(t) ) -gn(t)/τn+ηn(t)/R, where τn)(kT)R4/(σPDγ˜n4)
(6.5)
〈|gn|2〉 ≈ fnt/R2 for t , τn, and 〈|gn|2〉 f
fnτn/(2R2) as t f ∞ (6.6)
fn ) (kT)R/(πn2γ˜τn) (6.7)
DC ) 〈(δrCM)2〉/(4t) ) R2〈|g1(t)|2〉/t ) f1 )
(kT)R/(πγ˜τ1) ) σPD/(πR3) (6.8)
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characteristic linear size L roughly like 18,20 τ ∼ L3, at least for
smaller L. This behavior was consistent with experimental
observations for Ag(100) at 300 K, and deviates from classic
Mullins behavior where τ ∼ L4. To elucidate the deviation of
scaling in the atomistic model from Mullins-type behavior, we
have performed more extensive simulations varying the kink
ES barrier, δKES.16 We find that conventional scaling is recovered
for small δKES crossing over to the above-mentioned modified
scaling for substantial δKES.
To gain a deeper understanding of these observations,16,22
consider the process of removing a complete “outer layer” of
∼L atoms from the exterior side of a dumbbell shaped cluster
or from the top of a protrusion attached to a step edge by
transferring those atoms around a kink site to a concave region
a distance ∼L away. See the schematic in Figure 10b. This
process for the most part corresponds to a “random walk
between configurations” with different numbers of atoms
transferred between the outer layer and the concave region. One
exception, however, is that the energy of the system is reduced
upon transferring the last atom in the “outer layer” and attaching
it to a kink site. This energy reduction means that the final
configuration might be regarded as a sink for the random walk
between configurations.
The rate of transfer of each individual atom should satisfy h0
) Ptrhk, where hk ) ν exp[-(Ee + φ)/(kT)] gives the rate of
escape from the kink site, and Ptr the probability that once
escaped it actually transfers rather than returning to the initial
kink site. Behavior of Ptr follows from analysis of a one-
dimensional walker traveling between traps separated by L sites,
which also requires traversing a “corner” where hopping is
reduced by a factor exp[-δKES/(kT)]. This analysis reveals that
and LKES is the so-called kink ES length. Based on the
Einstein-Sutherland relation for random walks (here between
configurations), the time to transfer ∼L atoms should scale like
the square of the number of atoms transferred. Thus, the typical
time to remove a complete layer, τlayer, should be related to the
time τ0 ) 1/h0 to transfer a single atom via
Since the overall relaxation process requires the transfer of ∼L
layers, it follows that the overall characteristic time for relaxation
satisfies16,22
Consequently, one has that
7.B. Relaxation and Diffusion of Convex Clusters. Next,
we consider side-to-side coalescence of clusters which leads to
relaxation of elongated rectangular clusters16,18,20 and also cluster
diffusion16,22,84-86 in metal(100) homoepitaxial systems. The key
concepts are readily extended to metal(111) surfaces.85,86 The
key common feature of both these processes for L , Lc is the
need to nucleate new layers on facetted outer edges. First, we
consider the most commonly treated case with negligible kink
ES barrier. The rate for this nucleation process should scale
like he (neq)2,84 where he ) ν exp[-Ee/(kT)] is the rate of hopping
along close-packed steps and neq ) exp[-φ/(kT)] is the
equilibrium density of isolated adatoms on those facets. This
analysis alone suggests that the effective barrier for relaxation
should scale like Eeff ) Ee + 2φ,16,84-86 which exceeds the classic
choice of Eeff ) Ee + φ (for δKES )0) given in section 4. This
feature influenced our choice of Eeff(SR) in some cases in section
4
A more complete analysis accounting for a kink ES barrier
considers the time to complete the new outer layer for this
nucleation-limited process as τlayer ∼ Lτc/Pnuc,16 where 1/τc )
hc ) ν exp[-(Ee + φ + δKES)/(kT)], the rate to escape a kink
and round a corner. Also, Pnuc is the probability that once one
atom is ejected up onto the outer edge that a second atom will
be ejected onto that outer edge to nucleate a new layer rather
than the first atom returning to a kink site. For δKES ) 0, one
has that Pnuc ≈ exp[-φ/(kT)] consistent with the above.86
However, Pnuc includes an extra factor of L for large δKES since
the kink ES barrier inhibits return of the first atom.16 To
understand this L dependence, note that the density of the single
atom on the outer edge will be uniform for large δKES.
Consequently, the probability of being on the site adjacent to
the corner and thus the rate of returning around the corner will
scale like 1/L. Since significant relaxation requires removal of
∼L layers, one has that τ ∼ Lτlayer. Thus, it follows that
and
Figure 10. (a) Schematic bird’s eye view of key periphery diffusion
(PD) processes and the associated barriers in our atomistic model for
metal(100) surfaces assuming nearest-neighbor interaction φ. Hopping
rates are determined from barriers, Eact, via h ) ν exp[-Eact/(kT)].
Copyright 2002 American Physical Society. (b) Schematic bird’s eye
view of the transfer of atoms from an “outer layer” of ∼L atoms on a
protrusion at a [110] step edge to a concave region at the base of the
protrusion a distance ∼L away. An analogous scenario applies for
relaxation a dumbbell-shaped cluster by transfer of atoms from the outer
edges to the neck region.
Ptr ) 1/(LKES+L) where LKES ) exp[δKES/(kT)] - 1
(7.1)
τlayer∼L
2τ0, where τ0∼(LKES+L)τk with τk ) 1/hk )
ν exp[(Ee + )/(kT)] (7.2)
τ ∼ Lτlayer ∼ L
3(LKES + L)τk (7.3)
τ ∼ L4 so m* ) 4 for L . LKES, and
τ ∼ L3so m* ) 3 for L , LKES (7.4)
m* ) 2 and Eeff ) Ee + 2 for L . LKES (7.5)
m* ) 1 and Eeff ) Ee + 2 + δKES for L , LKES (7.6)
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There have been numerous atomistic simulation studies of
cluster diffusion. Many of these have attempted to elucidate
the deviation of the observed values of size-scaling exponent,
 ) m* -1, from the classic value of  ) 3 for PD-mediated
diffusion.110-114 However, most were inconclusive. The above
analysis strongly suggests that the observed deviations are
primarily due to facetting of the cluster at lower temperature or
for smaller sizes.16,85,86 The presence of a kink ES barrier may
further contribute these deviations. Finally, we remark that there
has also been an attempt to modify the mesoscale continuum
theory to describe the anomalous scaling in the regime where
L , Lc.105
8. Effect of Chemical Additives on Coarsening:
Experimental Observations
We have already noted in section 1 that trace amounts of a
chalcogen (oxygen or sulfur) can greatly enhance coarsening of
adatom islands in Ag or Cu homoepitaxial systems. There are at
least two generic scenarios which could potentially produce the
observed OR-mediated enhancement. One scenario is that the
presence of the additive “catalyzes” the coarsening process, i.e.,
mass transport still occurs via metal adatoms or surface vacancies
but the additive reduces the effective activation barrier for the
process without changing the energetic driving force. This would
be plausible for attachment-detachment limited OR, although
typically this pathway does not dominate for coarsening of adatom
islands in additive-free systems. Edge diffusion, and thus SR, could
potentially also be catalyzed by an additive by reduction of the
kink ES barrier. One might compare this scenario to surfactant
“catalyzed” smooth growth of multilayer films, where the surfactant
reduces the ES barrier to interlayer transport.
Anotherscenariois thefacileformationofmobilemetal-additive
complexes, C, which can enhance transport of metal across the
surface. For mass transport mediated by these complexes, we
let DC ) ν exp[-Ed(C)/(kT)] denote the diffusion rate for C
and Ed(C) the associated diffusion barrier. We also let FCeq )
exp[-Eform(C)/(kT)] denote the equilibrium density of C where
Eform(C) is the associated formation energy. Analysis of the
coarsening kinetics via OR with mass transport mediated by
clusters (ORC) in the absence of an attachment barrier follows
from application of (3.3). This relation suggests that the
maximum possible rate of coarsening and associated effective
activation barrier will have the form
where γeff is an effective line tension. Consequently, for this
coarsening pathway to dominate, we expect that Eeff(C) should
be lower than the corresponding barrier for other competing
pathways (although one must also consider potential differences
in size scaling). One possibility is that this cluster directly
attaches and detaches from step edges decorated with the
additive. In this case, potentially there could be an additional
attachment barrier, δC, which could be added to Eeff(ORC).
Another possibility is that just metal adatoms attach and detach
from the step edge, and that the cluster is formed on the terraces.
See the discussion below and in section 9.
8.A. Coarsening in the O + Ag/Ag(100) System. Exposure
to air of submonolayer island distributions on Ag(100) was
discovered to activate or greatly accelerate coarsening.51,52
Oxygen and perhaps H2O were identified as the components of
air responsible for this acceleration. In fact, oxygen interacts
very weakly with the Ag(100) surface, so any acceleration must
be due to trace amounts of O. It is anticipated that such O will
be most strongly bound at step edges, and specifically at kink
sites on step edges.116 The latter provide (110) microfacets,
where it should be noted that oxygen interacts much more
strongly with Ag(110) surfaces.117 STM observations of Ag
islands on Ag(100) exposed to oxygen do reveal a more rounded
island shape than the near-square shape associated with the
O-free system. This provides clear evidence that O is incorpo-
rated at step edges and modifies the orientation-dependence of
the step energy.
In systematic studies of the effect of O on coarsening, a
distribution of adatom islands was first created by deposition
of 0.3 ML of Ag at 250 K.52 Since islands are smaller than
at 300 K, SR will still be the dominant coarsening mechanism
in the O-free system. However, the effective barrier of
Eeff(SR) ) 0.62 eV implies that coarsening (for fixed Rav)
will be slower by a factor of 120 relative to 300 K. As a
result, one does not expect substantial coarsening over times
on the order of an hour. This expectation is confirmed
comparing panels a and b in Figure 11(top) which reveals
minor changes in the adatom island distribution for this O-free
system at 250 K after 2 h. In contrast, panels b and c in
Figure 11(top) show that after exposure of this system to 30
L O2, there is significant coarsening at 250 K over the same
time interval. More detailed analysis of this process reveals
that OR dominates coarsening in the presence of O. See
Figure 11(bottom). Furthermore, areas of individual smaller
islands decay nonlinearly in time indicative of TD-limited
OR.
To explain the observed acceleration of coarsening, we
considered a scenario wherein enhanced mass transport of Ag
across terraces occurs due to the formation of a mobile Ag-O
complex.52 The requirement for accelerated coarsening men-
tioned above is that the effective barrier for coarsening (the sum
of the diffusion barrier and formation energy) for the complex
should be smaller than Eeff(ORA) ≈ 0.85 eV for the O-free
system. One possibility is that the Ag-O complex directly
detaches from step edges incorporating the O which was initially
bound at those steps. However, this may lead to some smaller
islands being depleted of O and thus becoming “frozen” rather
than dissolving. One resolution of this dilemma is that O, in
addition to Ag-O complexes, can detach from step edges and
thus replenish depleted islands. An alternative scenario is that
just Ag adatoms detach from step edges and that the Ag-O
complexes form on the terraces (cf. refs 49 and 50). However,
our preliminary DFT analysis has not identified any suitable
stable Ag-O complexes, prompting consideration of other
possible scenarios.
For coarsening of Ag adatom islands in the additive-free
Ag(100) surface, we have noted that the ORV mechanism is
likely to be inhibited by the presence of a substantial
additional barrier, δES(vac), for vacancy interlayer transport.
However, if the presence of the additive greatly reduced this
barrier, it could enhance or “catalyze” the ORV process.
Recall that the terrace diffusion barrier for vacancies, Ed(vac)
≈ 0.35 eV, is significantly below that for adatoms.14
Preliminary DFT analysis indicates that the formation energy
for vacancies, Eform ≈ 0.37 eV, is also significantly below
Eform ≈ 0.43 eV for adatoms, no doubt in part reflecting the
presence of trio-repulsions (cf. the Appendix). Consequently,
Eeff(ORV) ≈ 0.72 + δES(vac) which is reduced to around
0.7 eV if additives can eliminate δES. This barrier is somewhat
above Eeff(SR) ≈ 0.62 eV, but ORV (which would be TD-
KORC(max) ∼ γeffDcFceq and Eeff(ORC) ) Ed(C) + Eform(C)
(8.1)
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limited) has an advantage with respect to size scaling and
thus could potentially become the dominant mechanism. The
potential for O to reduce the ES barrier is aided by the feature
that O likely resides at kink sites on step edges, the location
where interlayer attachment and detachment of vacancies (or
adatoms) occurs (cf. section 4).
8.B. Coarsening in the S + Ag/Ag(111) System. We have
explored the effect of sulfur (S) on the coarsening of Ag islands
on Ag(111).54,55 Motivation for this work came in part from an
earlier study of the S + Cu/Cu(111) system described below,50
and in part from the observation of self-organized “dot-row
structures” on an Ag(111) surface exposed to S at 200 K. The
“dots” corresponded to a metal-S complex, specifically
Ag3S3.118 Our studies of coarsening kinetics in this system at
300 K revealed the following: (a) for sulfur coverage FS below
a critical value FS(crit) ) 8-10 mML, there is no significant
deviation from the TD-limited OR observed for the S-free
system; (b) for FS even a few mML above FS(crit), there is
dramatic acceleration in coarsening (by a factor of ∼200 at 11
mML versus 7 mML) with AD-like behavior; for higher FS,
coarsening was too rapid to quantify. See Table 4 and Figure
12.
To explain this behavior, we exploited DFT analysis55 which
revealed both the strong binding of S to step edges and the
existence of a variety of stable and mobile metal-S complexes
in addition to Ag3S3. These complexes form readily, provided
that they can be created with S preexisting on the terraces. In
this case, the gain in Ag-S bonding offsets the cost of extracting
Figure 11. Upper panel: STM images (100 × 100 nm2) of the evolution of 0.3 ML Ag/Ag(100) films deposited and maintained at 250 K: (a) just
after deposition without O; (b) after 160 min without O; (c) after an additional 167 min with 20 langmuirs of O2.52 Lower panel: STM images (35
× 35 nm2) of the evolution over about 12 min of Ag islands on narrow terraces at 250 K after exposure to 20 langmuirs of O2.52 Coarsening is
mainly via OR although one coalescence event occurs producing the irregular island in (c). Copyright 2002 American Physical Society.
TABLE 4: Decay Time, τ (in min), for Disappearance of an Island and the Associated Decay Rate, R ) 300/τ (in Units of
nm2/min), for Ag Islands of Initial Size A0 ) 300 nm2 on Ag(111) and for Various Amounts of S (shown)a
FS 0 ML <1 mML 2 mML 7 mML 11 mML 35 mML
τ (decay) 50 min 60 min 40 min 65 min 0.6 min <0.25 min
R (decay) 6.0 5.0 7.5 4.6 1.0 × 103 2.4 × 103
a The variation in τ values for S coverage FS e 7 mML may largely reflect variations in the local environment of the decaying island. It
should not be regarded as significant by comparison with the dramatic decrease in τ by 2 orders of magnitude upon increasing FS to 11 mML.
We can only give an upper bound on τ for 35 mML.
Figure 12. STM images of coarsening of arrays of Ag adatom islands
on Ag(111). Top (150 × 220 nm2): benchmark behavior for S-free
surface at 0 min (a) and 55 min (b). Middle (160 × 220 nm2): behavior
for 7 mML of S coverage at 90 min (c) and 135 min (d) after S
exposure. Bottom (190 × 300 nm2): extremely rapid decay of large
Ag adatom islands for 11 mML S coverage showing 0 min (e) and 1
min (f) after S exposure. Four islands are labeled two of which shrink
dramatically.
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Ag from step edges. If there is no excess S on the terraces,
then the energy cost of forming these complexes is prohibitive.
For the imperfect Ag(111) surfaces and island adatom distribu-
tions upon which the studies were performed, the typical step
density was ∼8 nm of step edge per 100 nm2, or ∼2 × 10-2
step edge atoms per surface atom. Thus, we associate FS(crit)
with the amount of S needed to saturate step edges with one S
adatom for every two Ag step atoms. For FS < FS(crit), all S
can be accommodated at step edges and the terrace population
of metal-S complexes which could enhance coarsening is
negligible. Above the critical coverage, such complexes can
readily form and do enhance coarsening. See section 9 for a
detailed analysis.
In somewhat related observations, the amplitude of fluctua-
tions of extended steps on the Ag(111) surface exposed to
varying amounts of S reveal little difference from the S-free
surface for FS e FS(crit), but a significant enhancement for FS
≈ 25 mML where there is more than enough excess S to cover
the extended length of the wandering steps. This is consistent
with the feature that the effective step energy can be reduced
in the regime of excess S and S-saturated step edges.55 The
coarsening rate reflects both the thermodynamic driving force
for coarsening (proportional to this step energy), and kinetics.
While the former may be somewhat reduced in the regime of
excess S, the latter is greatly enhanced.
8.C. Coarsening in the S + Cu/Cu(111) System. Exposure
of Cu adatom islands on Cu(111) to trace amounts of S was
shown to greatly accelerate their coarsening.50 As noted in
section 2, the S-free Cu/Cu(111) system exhibits TD-limited
ORA.11,76 When the surface is exposed to S, three distinct
regimes of coarsening were observed:50 (a) for sulfur coverage
FS e 2 mML, TD-limited OR with nonlinear decay of smaller
island areas and significant acceleration of coarsening between
1-2 mML; (b) for 2 e FS e 6.5 mML, AD-like coarsening
behavior with linear decay of island areas and all Cu accumulat-
ing at extended steps, as well as more rapid coarsening; (c) for
FSg 6.5 mML, TD-limited OR is recovered with an even greater
coarsening rate. Analysis of the excess coarsening rate above
that for the S-free system suggested scaling like (FS)3,50 except
we note an apparently negligible enhancement of coarsening
when FS e 1 mML.
Insight into this behavior was provided by DFT analysis49
indicating the existence of a particularly stable Cu-trimer
decorated with three S, i.e., a Cu3S3 complex. This complex
has a diffusion barrier of Ed ≈ 0.3 eV and a formation energy
Eform ≈ 0.28 eV provided that excess S is available on the
terrace to form this complex. With such excess S, the gain
in Cu-S bonding offsets the energy cost of extracting three
Cu from the step edge yielding a relatively low formation
energy. In this case, the effective barrier for OR mediated
coarsening by decorated trimer diffusion, Eeff(OR-Cu3S3) ≈
0.6 eV, is lower than the value of 0.76 eV (see section 4B)
for ORA in the S-free system, potentially facilitating
enhanced coarsening.
The existence of three distinct regimes of coarsening (a-c)
was explained in terms of a simplified linear reaction-
diffusion equation (RDE) formulation in ref 50. A more
complete reaction-diffusion equation formulation is presented
in section 9, but here we summarize the basic concepts. The
picture in ref 50 is that decorated trimers do not detach
directly from step edges but rather form on the terrace by
incorporating Cu adatoms. Thus, a key parameter is the
length, Ld, that Cu diffuses after detaching from the step edge
and before being incorporated into a decorated trimer. Below,
we let Lisl denote the mean separation for adatom islands.
First, suppose that Ld . Lisl due to very low FS inhibiting
complex formation. Then, although decorated trimers could
in principle enhance coarsening, in practice they will not
participate. This is proposed as the scenario for regime (a).
For regime (b), it is proposed that due to higher FS, one now
has that Ld < Lisl, and thus coarsening is enhanced due to
mass transport by decorated trimers. More detailed analysis
reveals that the Cu adatom and decorated trimer concentra-
tions are not locally equilibrated, and that AD-like behavior
should ensue. For regime (c), even higher FS leads to local
equilibration of these concentrations and a return to TD-like
behavior.
9. Energetics and Kinetics of Enhanced Coarsening
Faciltated by Metal-Additive Complexes: Theoretical
Analysis
In this section, we present a DFT analysis of the relevant
energetics together with a reaction-diffusion equation (RDE)
treatment for the kinetics of enhanced coarsening facilitated by
S-Ag complexes for the S + Ag/Ag(111) system.55 The
formulation is also applicable to S + Cu/Cu(111), and key
aspects our approach were adopted from an earlier analysis of
that system.50 First, in Table 5, we list DFT values of diffusion
barriers and formation energies for the most significant stable
Ag-S complexes shown in Figure 13. These formation energies
assume that excess S is available on the terraces to create these
clusters. A key feature is the existence of a very stable linear
AgS2 complex which appears to constitute the building block
for larger stable clusters such as Ag3S3. In fact, AgS2 and Ag3S3
have negative formation energies. This implies that most excess
S will be incorporated into these species. Note also that the
effective barrier (8.1) for ORC mediated by these species is far
below that for ORA mediated by Ag adatoms of Eeff(ORA) )
0.67 eV. We will adopt the picture where just Ag adatoms
detach from step edges and metal-S complexes form on the
terrace. Then, as indicated in section 8C,50 it is necessary that
these detaching Ag be converted sufficiently quickly into
appropriate Ag-S complexes in order to enhance coarsening.
Below, we present a detailed analysis of the associated reaction-
diffusion processes.
Such an analysis requires first identifying the possible
reaction pathways coupling metal adatoms to stable clusters.
One possibility is Ag + Ag2S3f Ag3S3 noting that the fairly
high population of the stable species Ag2S3 will facilitate
the reaction rate. Another possibility is Ag + S f AgS and
AgS + Sf AgS2 ultimately producing the very stable species
TABLE 5: Diffusion Barriers and Formation Energies for Key Ag-S Complexesa
Ag (eV) AgS (eV) AgS2 (eV) Ag2S3 (eV) Ag3S3 (eV)
Ed (diffusion) 0.10 ∼0.15 0.1-0.2 0.30
Eform (formation) 0.60 0.54 -0.04 0.10 -0.08
a AgS is weakly bound. However, the strongly-bound stable linear AgS2 species seems to be the stable constituent from which larger
metal-S complexes are built. Ag2S3 is essentially two Ag2S2 sharing one S; Ag3S3 is an Ag trimer on fcc sites with S decorating the (100)
microfacets and can be thought of as three AgS2 species sharing three S. See Figure 13.
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AgS2. Next, we must write down the coupled set of nonlinear
reaction-diffusion equations for these pathways describing
the densities of various species on the terrace between islands.
It is then necessary to solve the appropriate boundary value
problem for these densities. The boundary condition for the
density of adatoms which detach from step edges is the same
as for the S-free system. This again provides the driving force
for coarsening. For all other complexes, one imposes a zero
flux boundary condition assuming that they do not detach
from step edges.
In developing the above RDE’s, we need expressions for the
rate, K(C + C′) ) (DC + DC′)FCFC′ of formation or creation of
a larger cluster CC′ from two smaller species via C + C′ f
CC′, where FC denotes the density of clusters C, etc. Likewise,
we need the rate F(C + C′) ) (DC + DC′) exp[-∆E(C + C′)/
(kT)]FCC′ for the reverse fragmentation process CC′ f C + C′
where ∆E (C + C′) is the binding energy difference between
separated C + C′ and CC′ configurations. In presenting the
RDE’s, for purposes of illustration and simplicity we focus on
the terms associated with the reaction Ag + Ag2S3 f Ag3S3,
not explicitly showing terms associated with many other reaction
pathways and cluster densities. Then, one has that55
∂/∂t FAg ) DAg∇2FAg - K(Ag + Ag2S3) + F(Ag + Ag2S3) + ...
:
∂/∂t FAg2S3 ) DAg2S3∇
2FAg2S3 - K(Ag + Ag2S3) + F(Ag + Ag2S3) + ...
∂/∂t FAg3S3 ) DAg3S3∇
2FAg3S3 + K(Ag + Ag2S3) - F(Ag + Ag2S3) + ...
(9.1)
It is natural to linearize the above equations by considering
the small deviations in densities, δFC ) FC - FCeq about their
equilibrium (eq) values, and performing a corresponding expan-
sion of rates, i.e.
where RC(C′) ) (DC + DC′)FC′eq, and (C + C′) ) (DC + DC′)
exp[-∆E(C + C′)/(kT)]. Our notation (specifically, the use of
R and ) is chosen to mimic that of ref 50. Note the identities
Keq(C + C′) ) Feq(C + C′), and (C + C′)FCC′eq ) RC(C′)FCeq )
RC′(C)FC′eq. It also is instructive to introduce the diffusion length
which describes the range of diffusion of C before reaction with
C′ to form CC′.
Just focusing on the linearized version of the first equation
in (9.1), and just retaining the dominant terms (under typical
conditions), we obtain55
where LAg(Ag2S3) ) (DAg)1/2(DAg + DAg2S3)-1/2(FAg2S3eq )-1/2 ≈
(FAg2S3eq )-1/2 is the diffusion length for Ag before reaction with
Ag2S3 to form Ag3S3.
Coarsening behavior in the system will depend on the relative
magnitude of the key diffusion lengths and of the characteristic
length, Lisl, measuring the typical separation between islands.
We consider two regimes: (i) If the amount of excess S, ∆FS )
FS - FS(crit), is extremely small (or negative), then FAg2S3eq is
very small, so that LAg(Ag2S3) . Lisl. This corresponds to regime
(a) identified above for the S + Cu/Cu(111) system in section
8.C50 where the coupling of the metal adatom field to that for
stable clusters is too weak to produce enhanced coarsening.
Behavior should be essentially identical to that of the S-free
system where the typical flux of metal adaoms diffusing between
neighboring islands will scale like 1/Lisl, and the metal adatom
concentration will vary quasi-linearly across terraces. (ii) For
higher ∆FS, clearly FAg2S3eq becomes larger, and at some point
LAg(Ag2S3) decreases significantly below Lisl. Analysis of (9.4)
suggests that δFAg should decay exponentially from its value at
island edge within a “short” distance ∼LAg(Ag2S3) of the island
edges. Thus, the flux of metal transported between islands should
now scale like 1/LAg(Ag2S3) which exceeds the value for the
S-free surface. Since FAg is uniform across most of the terrace
adopting its equilibrium value (except near island edges), this
explains the occurrence of AD-like behavior in the absence of
an attachment barrier for Ag. This latter scenario corresponds
to regime (b) identified for the S + Cu/Cu(111) system in section
8.C, and might correspond to behavior seen in the S + Ag/
Ag(111) system for FS ) 11 mML.55
We caution that the above analysis is somewhat oversimpli-
fied. There is a possibility that coupling of the Ag diffusion
field to that of the stable cluster AgS2 could produce even greater
enhancement of coarsening in regime (b) than the mechanism
considered in the above analysis. A complete analysis would
consider more extensive sets of coupled linearized RDE’s,55 but
the spirit of the analysis is similar to that described above.
10. Conclusions
Evolution of 2D adatom islands and 2D vacancy pits on
metal(111) and metal(100) surfaces has provided an ideal testing
ground for theories of coarsening and nanostructure diffusion
and relaxation in two-dimensions. These systems are sufficiently
Figure 13. Examples of stable sulfur-Ag complexes on Ag(111):
(a) AgS (Ebind ) 0.05 eV; Eform ) 0.54 eV); (b) AgS2 (Ebind ) 0.56
eV; Eform ) 0.03 eV); (c) Ag2S3 (Ebind ) 1.10 eV; Eform ) 0.08 eV);
(d) Ag3S3 (Ebind ) 1.88 eV; Eform ) -0.10 eV), where we list both
the total adspecies interaction or binding energies (Ebind) and the
complex formation (Eform) energies. Open circles denote substrate
Ag, large gray circles denote Ag adatoms, and smaller black circles
denote S adatoms.
K(C + C′) ≈ Keq(C + C′) + RC(C′)δFC+RC′(C)δFC′, and
F(C + C′) ) Feq(C + C′) + (C + C′)δFCC′ (9.2)
LC(C′) ) [DC/RC(C′)]1/2 (9.3)
[DAg]-1∂/∂t δFAg ≈ ∇2δFAg-δFAg/[LAg(Ag2S3)]2 ≈ 0 (9.4)
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simple that a “complete” high-level atomistic-level description
of these phenomena is often attainable. However, despite their
simplicity, surprises have occurred. Unexpected mechanisms can
dominate coarsening (SR versus OR), and cluster diffusion and
shape relaxation exhibit unusual size-scaling behavior as a direct
consequence of the nanoscale dimensions of these clusters. There
does not yet exist a comprehensive high-level analysis of the
ORV coarsening pathway for adatom islands, noting the
particularly complex nature of interlayer transport. There remain
open challenges to precisely describe cluster diffusion and shape
relaxation, particularly where behavior is controlled by kink ES
barriers (for which there are few existing DFT analyses), or
where concerted atomic processes are significant.
For technological applications, analysis of nanostructure
stability against coarsening or relaxation under nonpristine
systems is relevant. Thus, we have also presented studies of
the sometimes dramatic effect of trace amounts of chemical
additives on coarsening. This area opens up significant new
challenges for both experiment and theory. For systems where
additives “catalyze” the coarsening process, high-level energetic
calculations would be invaluable to validate proposed mecha-
nisms. For systems, where mass transport enhanced by mobile
metal-additive complexes, can one directly observe metal-
additive complexes responsible for enhanced mass transport?
We have identified Ag3S3 complexes on Ag(111) in low
temperature STM studies due to the potential for these species
to self-organize. However, other complexes may play a signifi-
cant or dominant role in the S + Ag/Ag(111) system. A much
richer variety of kinetic behavior appears possible than for
pristine additive-free systems. However, there does not yet exist
a comprehensive high-level quantitative modeling of the coars-
ening kinetics for any of these systems incorporating appropriate
energetics into appropriate coupled RDE’s.
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Appendix: 2nd NN and Trio-Interactions on fcc Metal
Surfaces
First, consider the energetics relevant to coarsening of adatom
islands on fcc(111) surfaces via ORA or SR. DFT analysis88
indicates that NN pairwise attractions (φ > 0) are strong, longer-
range pairwise interactions can be ignored, and that trio-
repulsions for compact triangular configurations bordered by
either (111)-microfaceted B-steps (φtB < 0) or (100)-microfaceted
A-steps (φtA < 0) are significant. For Cu, one finds that φ )
0.32 eV and φtA ) -0.10 eV and φtB ) -0.08 eV. Considering
ORA, extracting an atom from a kink site to create a terrace
adatom breaks three NN bonds but also avoids two trio-
repulsions, and thus should have an energy cost of Eform ≈ 3φ
+ φtA + φtB. Thus, one has Eform ≈ 0.78 eV for Cu (versus
0.96 eV neglecting trio-repulsions). The latter is more consistent
with the experimental estimate of Eeff(ORA) ) Ed + Eform )
0.76 eV where Ed ≈ 0.05 eV. Considering ORV, trio-repulsions
also reduce the vacancy formation energy. However, since ORV
is not competitive due to high Ed(vac), we do not discuss this
case further. Considering SR, to extract a kink adatom to an
edge site breaks one NN bond and avoids one bent trio-
repulsion, so that that Ekform ≈ φ + φt for the appropriate φt )
φtA or φtB. Thus one has Ekform ≈ 0.22-0.24 eV for Cu
reasonably consistent with the EMT estimate.89
Second, consider the energetics relevant to coarsening of
adatom islands on fcc(100) surfaces. DFT analysis predicts that
NN pairwise attractions (φ > 0), second NN pairwise attractions
(φ′ > 0) are about 10% of NN attractions, and bent trio
repulsions (φt < 0) are also significant. For Cu, one finds that φ
≈ 0.33 eV, φ′ ≈ 0.04 eV, and φt ≈ -0.055 eV.88 Considering
ORA, to detach an adatom from a kink site breaks two NN
bonds and two second NN bonds, but avoids 4 trio repulsions,
so that Eform ≈ 2φ + 2φ′ + 4φt. Considering ORV, to detach a
vacancy from a kink site results in breaking a net two NN bonds
and two second NN bonds, but avoids a net eight trio-repulsions,
so that Eform ≈ 2φ + 2φ′ + 8φt. Thus, the bent trio-repulsions
not only lower the formation energies, but also induce a
difference between the formation energy for adatoms and
vacancies (of 0.22 eV for Cu). For SR, again one has that Ekform




2D (3D) two-(three-) dimensional
ORA Ostwald ripening via adatom transport
ORV Ostwald ripening via surface vacancy
transport
ORC Ostwald ripening via cluster mass
transport
TD-limited terrace diffusion limited
AD-limited attachment-detachment limited
STM scanning tunneling microscopy
LEEM low energy electron microscopy
LSW theory Lifschitz-Slyzov-Wagner theory
BVP boundary value problem
NN interaction nearest-neighbor interaction
ES barrier Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier
EMT effective medium theory
EAM embedded atom method
DFT density functional theory
RDE reaction-diffusion equation
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